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Abstract. Automatic transformation of paper documents into electronic forms requires geometry

document layout analysis at the first stage. However, variations in character font sizes, text-line

spacing, and layout structures have made it difficult to design a general-purpose method. Page seg-

mentation algorithms usually segment text blocks using global separation objects, or local relations

among connected components such as distance and orientation, but typically do not consider infor-

mation other than local component’s size. As a result, they cannot separate blocks that are very

close to each other, including text of different font sizes and paragraphs in the same column. To

overcome this limitation, we proposed to use both separation objects at the whole page level and

context analysis at text-line level to segment document images into paragraphs. The introduced hy-

brid paragraph-level page segmentation (HP2S) algorithm can handle difficult cases where the purely

top-down and bottom-up approaches are not sufficient to separate. Experimental results on the test

set ICDAR2009 competition and UW-III dataset show that our algorithm boosts the performance

significantly comparing to the state of the art algorithms.

Keywords. Page segmentation, text-lines, homogenous regions, separation objects, paragraphs,

evaluation result.

1. INTRODUCTION

Document layout analysis is one of the main components of any OCR (optical character
recognition) system. The task of structural analysis includes automatically detecting image
zones on a document image (physical structure analysis) and classifying them into different
types such as: text, images, tables, header, footer... (logical structure analysis). The results
of page segmentation are used as an input to the process of recognition and automatic data
entry of image processing systems in general.

Compared with the analysis of the logical structure analysis, the physical structure anal-
ysis (page segmentation) has attracted more attention due to the diverse and complex struc-
tures of different types of document. Not only the specific types of document (books, newspa-
pers, magazines, reports...) but also the other factors of a page such as editors and font size,
layout, alignment constraints... affect detection and segmentation accuracy of the algorithm.

Document layout analysis algorithms are primarily divided based on their order of pro-
cessing into three approaches: bottom-up, top-down and hybrid.

Bottom-up algorithms are both the oldest [17] and more recently published [6, 7, 13]
algorithms. They classify small parts of the image (pixels, groups of pixels, or connected
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components), and gather those of the same type together to form regions. The key advan-
tage of bottom-up algorithms is that they can handle arbitrarily shaped regions with ease
(rectangular or non-rectangular). But the fact that they are really sensitive to the measure
used to form higher-level entities is the key disadvantage; this often leads to error of over-
segmentation in the page with many changes in font sizes and styles, especially in the titles
with large or extra-large font size.

Top-down algorithms, e.g. [5, 12], cut the image recursively in vertical and horizon-
tal directions along white spaces that are expected to be column boundaries or paragraph
boundaries. Although top-down algorithms have the advantages that they start by looking
at the largest structures on the page, they are not really able to handle free-formed layouts
that often occur in magazines, such as non-rectangular regions and cross-column headings
that blend seamlessly into the columns below.

A third type of algorithm [14] is based on bottom-up method to find delimiters such as
rectangular whitespaces (the Fraunhofer method [2]), tab-stops (the Tab-Stop method [16]).
This reduces top-down structure. And then, it is to use a combination of bottom-up method
and top-down structure to detect text regions. So, these approaches can overcome over-
fragmentation error of bottom-up algorithms as well as perform better with non-rectangular
regions. However, it is not trivial to detect exactly delimiters by many following reasons: text
regions are very close to each other, text regions are not left aligned or right aligned, large
space of connected components is also the reason to lead misidentified separations,... The
current hybrid algorithms almost failed when facing to these difficulties. Besides, variations
in character font sizes, text-line spacing, and layout structures have made them difficult to
group connected components into text blocks.

In this paper, the authors propose a new page segmentation algorithm, called Hybrid
Paragraph-level Page Segmentation (HP2S), that can not only handle text blocks of any
shape and variation in font sizes, but also split document images at the level of paragraph.
Firstly, character-like connected components are grouped into text-lines. Before merging
the text-lines into regions, under-segmented and over-segmented text-lines are treated spe-
cially using local context information like size of characters and global white columns. The
processed text-lines are then grouped into homogeneous text-regions of similar font-size char-
acters. To reduce the under-segmentation errors, the text-lines located at the beginning and
ending of each paragraph are found. These local separation text-lines are finally used in
combination with the global white columns to split the discovered text-regions into para-
graphs. As a result, HP2S can segment page images of very hard and complicated structure.
Experiments on the test set ICDAR2009 competition and UW-III dataset show that HP2S
algorithm achieves the highest performance compared to the state of the art algorithms.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes in detailed the HP2S algorithm.
Section 3 gives experimental results and analysis. Finally, conclusion is given in section 4.

2. PAGE LAYOUT ANALYSIS VIA SEPARATION OBJECT DETECTION

The proposed page segmentation algorithm is based on the mix of the bottom-up ap-
proach and the top-down approach. Figure 1 outlines two stages and main processing steps
of the proposed HP2S algorithm. The first stage aims to group connected components into
homogeneous text regions. The second stage divides homogeneous text regions into para-
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Figure 1. Main steps of the HP2S document layout analysis

graphs. The morphological processing [16] firstly detects vertical, horizontal lines and image
regions. The detected elements are subtracted from the image before passing to connected
components analysis. The connected components are then filtered by their size into small
considered as noise, large seen as image halftone and the rest are medium considered as text
(each character is referred to CC, a set of character is referred to CCs). The array of CCs at
the left or the right of column is linked into tab-lines. These tab-lines are liked as delimiters.
The CCs are grouped into text-lines, homogeneous text region based the mix of parameter
adaptive and tab-lines. Finally, the homogenous text regions are split into paragraph based
on context analysis at text-line level.

2.1. Phase 1: Text regions detection

Instead of using some parameters estimated in whole page, e.g [13]. The HP2S algorithm
takes advantage of both high-level information tab-stops [16] and adaptive parameters to
gather connected components into text-lines, homogeneous text regions.

2.1.1. Finding tab-lines as line segments

Tab-stops [16] represent the vertical alignments that can be found on text-lines edges and
that are inferred by margins and column edges which are all placed at a fixed x-position. They
are used to present physical separators and white rectangles in finding column structures of
a page. In this paper, a simple method is used to determine the tab-stops, which consists of
fewer steps, simpler and easier to implement as follows.

For each CC, we define rectangles next to the left, right, top and bottom as illustrated in
Figure 2. Since then, the CCs are considered as a candidate tab-stop (tabstop-cand) if their
left or right adjacency does not intersect with any others (Figure 3b). Next, tabstop-cand
intersecting with their top and bottom adjacency is accepted as a tab-stop (Figure 3c). We
then revise once again to find tab-stops at the beginning and the ending of the each chain of
the tab-stops (Figure 3d). Finally, it is to connect the tab-stops from top to bottom together
into groups, provided that between two adjacent tab-stops are just white space. Each group
of tab-stops with three or more numbers will be retained and straight lines connecting the
tab-stops are the last tab-lines detected by our algorithm (Figure 3e).
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The detected tab-lines will be used as delimiters for text-lines detection as well as group-
ing text-lines into homogeneous text regions and dividing the homogeneous text regions into
paragraphs.

Figure 2. Illustration of rectangles next to the left, right, top and bottom of connect com-
ponents: a) and b) Left and right adjacency of a tabstop-cand “e”; c) and d) “e” is not a
tabstop-cand as its adjacency intersects a CC; e) top and bottom adjacency of “e”

Figure 3. illustrates the steps of tab-line detection: a) Original image with bounding boxes
of CCs, b) candidate tab-stops, c) tab-stops, d) extension tab-stops, e) the yellow-green lines
are the tab-lines detected by our algorithm

2.1.2. Text-lines extraction

Text-lines extraction is one of the most important step in the process of a bottom-up
page segmentation algorithm as it directly affects the final result. Docstrum [13], Voronoi [9],
Smearing [18] detect text-lines by grouping CCs based on their nearest neighbors. However,
these methods usually produce over-fragmented text-line failures in document images with
large difference in font sizes and styles (especially the titles) and merging text-line failures
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(a) (b)

Figure 4. Fragmented text-lines in title and merging text-lines in columns

in the columns that are very close to each other, as shown in Figure 4(a).

Tab-Stop [16], RAST [5] avoid the fusion error of text-lines by using delimiters between
column like as tab-lines [16] or white-spaces [5]. Scanning the CCs from left to right and
top to bottom, runs of similarly classified CCs are gathered into text-lines, subject to the
constraint that no text-line may cross a tab-line (rectangular white space). These algorithms
are often limited either in the case where the columns are not left aligned or right aligned or
in the case of angle-page images caused by scanning process. Because there are no delimiters
between columns, the horizontally scan for text-lines will completely fail, see Figure 4(b).

To overcome the above limitations, the following procedure is used to determine text-lines
of different font sizes and line segments in very close columns.

Firstly, the Hough transform [10] is performed the set of the bottom-center points of CCs
to find aligned CCs. These aligned CCs are candidates to create text-lines, we called them
textline-cand (Figure 5 and 6). For each textline-cand, we build a histogram of distances
between adjacent CCs. The highest peak of the histogram is considered as the distance
between characters and the second peak is the distance between words, dw. The dw is used
together with tab-lines to split textline-cands into text-lines as follows.

Two horizontally adjacent CCs belong to the same text-line if they are not located on
different sides of any tab-line and the horizontal distance between them is not larger than
two times of dw. The combination of the top-down analysis (tab-lines) with the traditional
bottom-up text lines finding helps to separate columns that are very close to each other. As
illustrated in Figure 5a, the gap between two columns is nearly the same as the distance
between words on the textline-cands. However, there exits a vertical tab-lines between them
and the textline-cand are broken down into text lines that belongs to two different columns
(Figure 5b). When text columns are not left and/or right aligned, tab-lines will not exist
and the parameter dw will prove itself very useful in separating text-lines. Most of the cases,
the distance between text-lines d is larger than the distance between words dw (Figure 6).
Different from other bottom-up algorithms, we don’t use one value of dw for all textline-
cands. The parameters dw are estimated locally on each set of characters with similar font
size (textline-cand). Therefore, this procedure helps to reduce the over-fragmented text-line
errors, especially text-lines with large font size in the title (Figure 5b).

In some cases, such as regions of references or paragraphs beginning with symbols, the
text regions are often aligned and indented with indicators and symbols. Thereby, the tab-
lines will split indicators or symbols out of text-lines (Figure 7).

For dealing with this type of error, we firstly find additional right tabstop-cands using
the same method in section 2.1.1 with the width of the right adjacent rectangle of each CC
being only half as height of the respective CC considered. After that, these right tabstop-
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Figure 5. illustrates the tab-lines used as delimiters for text-line detection. a) shows Textline-
cands, the yellow-green lines are the tab-lines. CCs lying on different sides of a tab-line will
belong to different text-lines. b) The text-lines outcome of our algorithm

Figure 6. a) Aligned CCs as textline-cands, b) When the tab-line does not exist, dw is used
to separate CCs into text-lines

cands that intersect the left tabstop-cands determined in section 2.1 will be accepted as the
tab-stops at the references and symbols, denoted by m−tabs (Figure 8). The m−tabs are
CCs that have been separated out of text-lines by tab-lines. Finally, we combine m−tabs
with left adjacent text-lines and marked them as separation text-lines (Figure 8b). These
separation text-lines will be used again in section 2.2.2 to detect paragraphs.

2.1.3. Grouping text-lines into homogenous text regions

In this section, the process of grouping text-lines into homogeneous text regions is pre-
sented. The bottom-up approach is used to gather neighbor text-lines together to form text
regions of any shape.

The set of text-lines discovered in previous section is arranged in order from left to
right and from top to bottom. A pair of text-lines (linei, linej) satisfies simultaneously the
following conditions then they will be grouped into the same region:

(i) DistHoriz (linei, linej) ≤ AvgHoriz,
(ii) CheckRulling (linei, linej) is false,

(iii) CheckTabline (linei, linej) is false,

(iv) |yi − yj | ≤ (1 + θ) ∗ x heightij

In the above conditions, DisHoriz(., .) is the horizontal distance between text-lines.
AvgHoriz is the average horizontal distance of text-lines. yi and yj are respectively y-
coordinates of the center of text-lines linei and linej . x − heightij is the minimum of the
x-heights. CheckTabline (. , .) returns true if two text-lines are located on two sides of a
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Figure 7. illustrates miss line error. a) The yellow-green lines show tab-lines, b) The indica-
tors have been split out of text-lines by tab-lines

Figure 8. a) The CCs that are labeled red are m−tabs, b) the red text-lines are recovered

tab-line, otherwise it returns false. CheckRulling (. , .) returns true if two text-lines are
located on two sides of a horizontal line, otherwise it returns false.

The conditions (i) and (ii) ensure separating text-lines in different columns. This is
done by using the combination of both top-down delimiters and strictly bottom-up merging
condition. The condition (iii) then permits grouping only text-lines of similar font size that
‘overlap’ vertically.

It is noteworthy that the condition (iii) favors text lines of the same font size and becomes
stricter when their sizes are different. In the latter case, the distance between two line centers
on the left-hand side counts the large font size whereas the right-hand side counts the small
font size. We will show experimentally that the performance of HP2S is very insensitive to
the value of θ (Figure 19). Our primary experiment indicates that the suitable values for θ
are in the range between 1.4 and 1.6. Therefore, the default value of 1.5 is used for θ in all
of our experiments.

2.2. Paragraph detection

The difficulties in page segmentation are not only the change in structure of document
images, changes of font sizes and styles, but also the closeness of text-lines in different text
blocks. Since the separation attributes such as distance or angle between CCs are not enough
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Figure 9. a) Original image, b) tab-lines are used as delimiter objects, c) homogeneous text
regions are detected in Phase 1

Figure 10. The red text-lines that lay across two columns are very close to text-lines under
them

to separate paragraphs, we rely on additional separation objects found by logical analysis.
These objects are text-lines starting of each paragraphs and text-lines laying across two
columns (Figure 10).

In this section, the step of paragraph detection is presented. The tab-stops and separation
text-lines are used to split the homogeneous text regions into paragraphs.

2.2.1. Separation text-lines detection

For each text-line (current−line), the pre−line and next−line are called as the nearest
top-neighbor and the nearest bottom-neighbor of the current−line if the vertical distance
to current−line is smaller than two times the height of the current−line. If there is no such
pre−line or next−line, we consider it coincide with current−line, (Figure 12).

a) Finding starting text-line of a paragraph: denote dtl as the distance from current line
(current−line) to the nearest tab-line, h is height of current−line. Then, if dtl is large
enough, and the left edges of pre−line and next−line nearly intersects the tab-line, the
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Figure 11. Red rectangles show separation text-lines, the blue line is a tab-line. a) The start
of a paragraph, b) and c) Line is laid across two columns, d) and e) special cases

Figure 12. Pre−line and next−line

current−line is accepted as the starting text-line of a paragraph (Figure 13).
b) Finding text-lines lay across two columns: a text-line (current−line) is considered as

laying over/under two columns (Figure 14) if these following conditions are satisfied:

• Heights of current−line and pre−line are similar,

• Heights of next−line, line−i, line−j, line−k are similar,

• Horizontal distances from pairs next−line to line−i and line−k to line−j are similar,

• Vertical distances from next−line to line−k and line−i to line−j are similar.

2.2.2. Splitting homogeneous text regions into paragraphs

The separation text-lines are used to sub-divide the homogeneous text regions detected
in section 2.1.3. into paragraphs as illustrated in Figure 15. Firstly, we scan from top to

Figure 13. The red text-line is the starting of a paragraph
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Figure 14. The detected red text-lines are laid-over a) and laid-under b) text columns

bottom and from bottom up to top for across separation text-lines (Figure 11b or 11c) if exist
and then divide the region into sub-regions (step 1 in Figure 15.c). After that, text-lines in
those sub-regions are grouped into columns using conditions (i), (ii) in section 2.1.3. (step
2). Finally, each column is divided into paragraphs using separation text-lines in Figures
11a, 11d or 11e (step 3).

As illustrated in Figure 15, separation text-lines are very effective in separating close text
blocks of similar font size that transitive closure operations of the bottom-up algorithms, e.g.
Docstrum, Voronoi, usually fail. The global separation objects like tab-stops or white spaces
can handle the close text columns, but they limit themselves to rectangular text blocks only.
The proposed combination of global and local separation objects help to solve thoroughly
this problem.

3. EXPERIMENT

In this section, we evaluate and compare empirical performance of HP2S with the pro-
posed methods in ICDAR2009 page segmentation competition [2]. The tool LayoutEval 1.5
[8] is used for this study.

3.1. Data set

The UW-III dataset [15] and the test set of ICDAR2009 competition (ICDAR2009
dataset) are used for the performance evaluation. These data sets have text-line and para-
graphs level ground-truth for each document image. The text-line and paragraphs level
ground-truth are represented by non-overlapping polygons. The UW-III dataset has 1600
deskewed binary document images at 300 dpi resolution. It provides a good basis for compar-
ative evaluation of page segmentation algorithms because the majority of documents avail-
able today like books, journals, magazines, letters etc. has Manhattan layouts and many
document images with heavy noise (speckles, margin noise or undesired text parts from the
neighboring page...). The PRImA dataset [3] has 305 document images at 300 dpi resolution.
It contains a wide variety of different document types, reflecting the various challenges in
layout analysis. The layouts of these pages contain a mixture of simple and complex layouts,
including many instances of text wrapping tightly around images, varying font sizes and
other characteristics which are useful to evaluate layout analysis methods on. This dataset
is divided into two subset: training dataset contains 250 images and testing dataset contains
55 images. The testing dataset is the test set of ICDAR2009 page segmentation competition
(ICDAR2009 dataset).
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Figure 15. a) The segmentation result without using separation text-lines, b) Separation
text-lines are detected, d) Final page segmentation result, c) Detailed steps of sub-dividing
a text regions into paragraphs

3.2. Performance evaluation

The evaluation of document layout analysis is always complicated because they depend
heavily on dataset, ground-truth and evaluation methodology. There are many different
datasets and evaluation methodologies. The ICDAR page segmentation competitions [2, 4]
and [1] provide an evaluation methodology which has been used successfully to compare the
entrants of the competitions. The methodology combines different types of segmentation er-
rors (split, merge, miss, false detection, misclassification and reading order) using adjustable
weights accounting for different application scenarios. Mao et al. [11] presented an empirical
benchmarking methodology based on text-line measure of page segmentation accuracy. This
measure called PSET-measure is particularly useful because it does not make assumptions
about the layout of the document. Besides, it requires only text-line level ground-truth.
Using both of these methodologies, we evaluated the performance of our method on the
test set of ICDAR2009 competition (ICDAR2009 set) and UW-III dataset in two measures:
PRImA-measure and PSET-measure. The details of these measure can be found in [2, 8]
and [11].
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3.3. Result and discussion

Evaluation results are presented in this section, on two datasets ICDAR2009 and UW-
III, in the form of graphics with corresponding tables. Firstly, Fig. 16 the F-measure and
PRImA-measure are reported for the four algorithms get the highest results in ICDAR2009
competition and HP2S algorithm on dataset ICDAR2009. Secondly, Fig 17 the PSET-
measure is reported for the state of the art algorithms and our algorithm on two datasets
ICDAR2009 and UW-III. Finally, different error types (split, merge and miss) of the state
of the art algorithms and HP2S algorithm is compared in Fig 18, on ICDAR2009 set.

Figure 16. F-measure and PRImA-measure of HP2S and the published algorithms in IC-
DAR2009

Figure 17. Results using PSET-measure and evaluating on two dataset: UW-III dataset,
test set of ICDAR2009 competition
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Figure 18. PSET-measure for Errors of different algorithms on the ICDAR2009 dataset

The evaluation results on different datasets with various evaluation methodologies show
that our algorithm has an overall advantage. The algorithm HP2S has superior accuracy
compared to the state-of-the-art algorithms, 92.72% of HP2S compare to 82.37% of Fraun-
hofer, and 91.84% of HP2S compare to 76.68% of Tab-Stop (see Fig 16 and 17). Figure 17
shows that our algorithm gives the best performance on both of datasets and is more stability
than the state-of-the-art algorithms. HP2S algorithm significantly reduces split and merge
errors (see Fig 18). These errors usually occur on region images with large font size or region
images are very close to each other.

Figure 20 shows the average running time for one page of Docstrum, Voronoi, WhiteS-
pace, TabStop and HP2S on the ICDAR 2009 dataset. The experiment was conducted on
an Intel Core i5 Processor 3.2GHz machine. HP2S takes about 0.7 second to analyze one
document image, faster than Voronoi, WhiteSpace, TabStop and slower than Docstrum.

Figure 19. PSET-measure of HP2S with different values of θ on the ICDAR2009 dataset
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Figure 20. Average running time for one page segmentation of representative algorithms

4. CONCLUSIONS

The authors present a hybrid paragraph-level page segmentation (HP2S) algorithm that
uses combination of global separation properties and local information analysis to find sep-
aration objects, thereby segment page document images at the level of paragraph. The
outcomes of experimental show that HP2S has achieved high performance on set test of
ICDAR2009 competition and UW-III dataset regardless of changes in character font sizes
and complex document layout.
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